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Turkish men praying on 12 May 2013 at the graves of victims of
car bombs at Reyhanli only a few kilometres from Turkey’s main
border crossing into Syria on May 11, which left 43 dead. Ankara
blamed pro-Damascus groups, but Syria denied accusations it
[pic: BULENT KILIC/AFP/Getty Images]
was behind the attacks.
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An Iranian couple holding an anti-US sign listen to a speech during an antiIsraeli demonstration at Palestine Square in Tehran on May 10, 2013 to
condemn the previous week’s Israeli air strikes near the Syrian capital
Damascus. Iran has condemned the Israeli strikes and said it is ready to
train the Syrian Army, in its third year of conflict against rebels seeking to
overflow Bashar al-Assan.
[Pic: BEHROUZ MEHRI/AFP/Getty Images

SYRIA – WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
Syria presents the most complex, most intractable and most
harrowing of current conflicts. Now entering its third year, it has
already accounted for over 70,000 dead, many more wounded –
mostly civilians caught in the crossfire of the warring factions –
and over 1.5 million refugees driven into Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan
and elsewhere. Syria now constitutes a humanitarian catastrophe
equal in scale to the Iraq war.
The changing nature of the conflict has rendered it increasingly
complex. The original 2011 non-violent pro-democracy
demonstrations, when met with repression and inadequate
constitutional reforms, changed into armed rebellion against the
Assad regime centred on the Free Syrian Army, supported
diplomatically (and increasingly materially) by US and Western
states.
However, during 2012, the conflict changed, intensifying as it
internationalised with large numbers of radical Jihadist fighters
from Sunni Muslim lands (North Africa, Gulf states, Saudi Arabia)
and further afield including UK, fighting Assad – but usually
separately from FSA. Some belong to groups like Al Nasraf with
declared affiliation to Al Qaeda, which also has a direct presence
in the region.
For the Syrian civil war is now both a struggle for democracy, and
in parallel, a cockpit of Shia-Sunni conflict across the Middle East,
with religious and power rivalries pitting majority Shia Iran and

Iraq against Sunni majority Saudi Arabia, Qatar and UAE. The rise
of Salafist Sunni extremism, and Hezbollah support for Assad, are
further sharpening tensions. Many commentators now see Syria as
focus of this 'Struggle for the Soul of Islam'. Syria, long a bastion
of religious freedom and toleration, is being torn apart by
sectarian violence.
US and the West want to see Assad fall, to weaken the regional
influence of Iran, his close ally – but fear a radical Jihadist
takeover, or fragmentation into warring mini-states which could
afford Al Qaeda a new haven.
Israel's attack on Syria, a gross violation of state sovereignty
condemned by a large majority of Arab states, was a proxy for US
intervention: such could lead to a larger-scale war, even USRussia confrontation if the latter boosts its support for Assad.
Intervention by outside powers is clearly evident. NATO member
Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Qatar are arming the rebels; US and UK
special forces are on the ground advising the FSA; Russian
weaponry helps to sustain Assad in power.
Mutual suspicion between US and the West against Russia and
China has so far prevented any resolution in UN Security Council,
which remains deadlocked and ineffective. The struggle in the
Middle East, instead of becoming a Cold War-style proxy war, can
be resolved peacefully if dialogue is initiated with all the warring
parties.
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SYRIA – WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

(continued from front page)

UK Foreign Secretary, Rt.Hon. William Hague MP : this is best
done via your local MP.

We at Uniting for Peace see the priorities as follows:

•

A ceasefire to halt the killing and destruction, followed by a
dialogue of all parties including Assad.

At the time of writing, US Secretary of State John Kerry and
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov are jointly working for an
international conference to end the Syrian conflict. Reports of
atrocities on both sides give added urgency to this and other peace
proposals, as the only way to end the bloodshed and secure a
settlement truly owned by the people of the region.

• A UN-brokered agreement by all sides to allow international
humanitarian relief convoys – UN, Red Cross, Muslim Aid – into
war-stricken areas.
• UN Peacekeepers to protect the above and ensure no more
fighting between warring parties. UN Peacekeepers should come
from non-Western and non-Muslim countries (eg. Brazil, India).
• UN conference of all parties to secure a political solution and
state building of Syria, to be held at a neutral venue.
We encourage UfP members to communicate these proposals to

The dire situation in Syria has led UfP to devote its 2013 Annual
Conference to highlighting the conflicts in Syria, Mali and
DRC(Congo): please join us on 7 November in the House of Lords
to reflect further on these vital issues.
Brian Cooper (Co-ordinator) & Vijay Mehta (Chair)

4D FOR WORLD PEACE CAMPAIGN GOING PLACES
Uniting for Peace (UfP) launched its 4D for World Peace
Campaign in 2011. It has hosted around 25 events in various
cities - London, Birmingham, Edinburgh, debates in Universities –
Oxford, Bristol, Warwick, Sussex and outside UK – The Hague in
Netherlands, Delhi, Mumbai and Hyderabad in India.

and Development which are interconnected and interdependent.
Most of the challenges facing the world today – poverty, wars,
terrorism, democratic deficit etc – are interlinked. In this respect
4D vision addresses the underlying causes of conflict and under
development by linking disarmament, demilitarisation,
development and democracy to tackle the threats, and works in
a comprehensive and coordinated way, by building partnerships
at national and global level, for poverty reduction and bringing
transparency to the democratic processes.

4D stands for Disarmament, Demilitarisation, Development and
Democracy. The core message of the campaign is to disarm and
demilitarise the world and the savings thus achieved to be
deployed for development and democracy.

We need to explore nonviolent ways for building peace and
restoring human dignity, ethics and civilisation. The 4D for World
Peace Campaign offers a choice: continue on the same
destructive path of greed and competition based on market forces
and suffer even more – or build a safer and fairer way of life for
lasting peace. I think we have a good chance as any to
accomplish this now.

To promote the campaign, in 2012, Uniting for Peace produced a
film Change the World based on the campaign, and inspired
by Vijay Mehta's book, The Economics of Killing: How the
West Fuels War and Poverty in the Developing World. The
campaign has attracted attention home and abroad and is being
backed by Nobel Peace Prize Winners Mairead Corrigan Maguire,
Shirin Ebadi, and bestselling author, Deepak Chopra and many
more who have endorsed the campaign.

In 2013, the campaign took another step forward when at UfP
Spring Conference, two of 4D strands for World Peace,
Development and Democracy, were highlighted raising the
awareness and spreading the message of the campaign. In June
and July, Chair of Uniting for Peace Vijay Mehta will be a keynote
speaker at several meetings and conferences in which the
campaign ideas and film Change the World will be presented.
Let us support the 4D for World Peace Campaign, which is going
places.

In the next stage of the campaign, we are preparing briefings
explaining the four D strands of the campaign. It will consist of
mechanisms, actions and solutions to spread the message and
also change policies of the decision makers, leaders and
governments. The overall aim of the campaign is how we can
offset the predatory threats of countries and multinationals and
change the agenda to bring peace and prosperity for the majority
of people. One of the ways to achieve this is to link Democracy

Report by Emrul Kayes Raceme

SYRIA: THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF ASSAD
In 2000 Bashar al-Assad assumed control of Syria on
the death of his father Hafiz, its ruthlessly authoritarian
president for three decades. Inheriting a dilapidated
country "characterised by a stagnant economy,
pervasive corruption and political repression", the young
ophthalmologist embarked on economic and democratic
reforms – but soon backtracked under pressure from
Syria's elite and military-security apparatus. So he
continued his father's Faustian pact with its people:
stability and modest prosperity in face of external
threats (Israel, US) and sectarian dangers within (yet
with high degree of religious liberty), but no political freedom. Such
was the basis of his authoritarian rule until the 2011 protests,
according to Prof. David W. Lesch (Trinity University, Texas) in
Syria: The Fall of the House of Assad, an authoritative and
insightful study of the country and its ruler by a scholar who has
interviewed Bashar many times, also urging upon successive US
governments a constructive engagement so often lacking. (The
title refers to the regime's loss of legitimacy).

regime, have been Bashar's core preoccupations.
Fatefully, he believed Syria would avoid the Arab Spring,
overlooking its people shared the socio-economic
discontents general across North Africa and Middle East.
When police arrested (reportedly torturing) ten children
in Deraa for daubing the Egyptian slogan 'Down with the
Regime' on their school wall, protests erupted; in Banias,
Sunni Muslims protested against a ban on teachers
wearing the veil (niqab). Bashar responded with reforms
– wage rises, tax cuts,concessions to Muslims –
repression, and talk of foreign conspiracies and 'sedition'
to destroy Syria. Facing brutal crackdown, and rejecting Bashar's
'dialogues' as spurious, by mid-2011 peaceful opposition shifted to
the Free Syrian Army's rebellion: the rest is recent history. Lesch
well illuminates the impotence of the international community, but
issued in 2012, this book does not address the 2012-13 dramatic
surge in Jihadist participation (doubtless steeling Bashar's resolve,
for he sees a radical Islamist take-over rather than Western-style
democracy resulting if he is defeated).

Tracing the many turns of Syrian foreign policy, from attempts at
peace with Israel and fears of US attack following its Iraq invasion,
to backing Hamas and Hezbollah while combating Al-Qaeda, Lesch
shows that preserving both Syria's territorial integrity and his own

David W. Lesch: The Fall of the House of Assad, Yale Univ.Press
£18.99 ISBN:9780-300-186512
Recommended reading for UfP November 7 Annual Conference
(see rear page for information)
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ARMS TRADE TREATY AT LAST - but sadly inadequate
In
Issue 6,
October 2012, we reported on the
failure of the UN conference on an
Arms Trade Treaty (ATT), held in July.
Things have moved on since then.

Ki-moon immediately referred the final
draft treaty to the General Assembly,
where the consensus rule did not
apply, and, as reported above, it was
carried by a large majority.

On 2 April 2013, the first global ATT
THE TREATY:
was adopted by the UN General
There is not space to quote the
Assembly in New York. The voting was
detailed text of the treaty. Links to it
154 Yes; 3 No (North Korea, Iran,
can be found on various websites such
Syria); 23 Abstain. On 4 April, British-made Saudi armoured vehicles entering Bahrain as http://reachingcriticalwill.org. But,
picture CAAT from the
Amnesty International took out a full to help crush pro-democracy protests;
perspective,
page advert in
addtwo crucial points are:
ressed to its supporters, to proclaim "You've made history",
[Recognising]
the legitimate political, security,
and that the treaty will "stop weapons getting into the
interests of States in the
hands of those who kill and maim civilians, those who
international trade in conventional arms" and
torture and suppress, and children forced into war". Sadly,
that wonderful organisation, of which our late President,
Lord Peter Archer, was one of the founders, is claiming
more than can be justified by the actual outcome.
THE BACKGROUND:

(our emphasis).

· Global arms trade $70bn per year.
· 70-75% of that trade done by the five permanent
members of the Security Council (P5).

In other words, business as usual, but on a "level playing
field", as Foreign Office Minister Alistair Burt put it in a
speech in April 2012. "This will make British industry more
competitive. The Government and the UK defence industry
enjoy a close working relationship on the Arms Trade
Treaty, with industry representation on the UK delegation."

· Over 200 armed conflicts since 1945 , many millions of
deaths, one or more of the P5 involved in almost all,
directly or indirectly, and/or by supplying the weapons.

Of course, it has always been recognised as an arms
treaty, not a disarmament one. But even within
its own terms, the treaty is limited. It applies to battle tanks,
armoured combat vehicles, large-calibre artillery systems,
combat aircraft, attack helicopters, warships, missiles and
missile launchers, and small arms and light weapons. It
does not apply to surface-to-air missiles, armoured troopcarrying vehicles, light artillery, tear gas or drones.

· An estimated 875 million small arms and light weapons
around the world, with 8 million more each year.

· 12 billion bullets, worth $4.3bn, produced every year.
· Someone killed every minute by those weapons and
bullets.

· For every one killed, ten wounded.
THE HISTORY:

While the treaty does mention ammunition and
components, there is no requirement to keep records or
report their export, still less to limit it.

In 1997 a group of Nobel Peace Laureates drafted a set of
principles that would apply international human rights and
humanitarian law to international arms transfers. These
principles were developed into a draft arms trade treaty
(ATT) that would oblige states to regulate and report all
international arms transfers, and to prevent transfers
where the arms would be likely to be used to commit war
crimes or human rights abuses.

The UK government sells arms to Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and
Egypt despite existing controls supposedly banning exports
where there is a clear risk of internal repression. Russia is
sending surface-to-air missiles to Syria, claiming they are
purely defensive weapons. Even when the new treaty
comes into force, it will make no difference to these sales.

In 2003 Amnesty International, Oxfam and the International Action Network on Small Arms (IANSA) formed the
Control Arms coalition to campaign for governments to
adopt the treaty, gaining a petition of a million supporters.

CONCLUSION: Contrary to the belief that this is a "new
dawn", the best that can be said is that any arms trade
treaty may be better than none. But even that is questionable. The treaty is weaker in some areas than existing arms
export regulations, so it could actually undermine current
practice.The danger of a weak arms trade treaty is that it
legitimises business as usual. When countries and arms
companies are criticised for supplying arms to repressive
regimes, they will be able to claim that they are complying
with the Arms Trade Treaty, as sanctioned by leading
human rights organisations. We say there is no such thing
as "legitimate" or "responsible" arms trade. The first of our
4Ds is Disarmament, and that is what we campaign for.

In 2006, the draft treaty was introduced to the UN by the
UK ambassador. At the UN General Assembly meetings in
2006 and 2008, a large majority of countries voted in
favour of developing the ATT. Only one country voted
against these resolutions – the world's largest arms exporter, the United States. China and Russia abstained. However,
in 2009 the incoming Obama administration added US
support in principle.
In July 2012 a conference intended to finally agree the
treaty failed to reach consensus, as previously noted,
despite the original draft being progressively weakened.
The conference was re-convened in March 2013, and again
failed to reach agreement. UN Secretary-General Ban
UNITING for PEACE

FRANK JACKSON
Thanks to Reaching Critical Wiil (Women's International League for
Peace and Freedom Disarmament Programme) and Campaign Against
Arms Trade
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2013 AGM & SPRING CONFERENCE: DEMOCRACY – DEVELOPMENT – PEACE
Sixty members and friends attended UfP's 2013 Annual General
Meeting & Spring Conference at Wesley's Chapel, City of London, on
Saturday April 20. Following tributes by Brian Cooper (Coordinator),Frank Jackson (Vice-President) and Vijay Mehta (Chair) to
Lord Peter Archer and George Cox, leading figures in World
Disarmament Campaign and UfP for many years who died in 2012,
the meeting observed one minute silence in their memory.
(Obituaries in previous issues).
After approval of 2012 AGM Minutes, V.Mehta's Chair's Report
stressed progress and positive responses to the 4D Campaign,
highlighted Jan Pronk's 2012 Erskine Childers Lecture (Issue 6), his
own Edinburgh speech on The Economics of Killing and India peace
lectures visit (Issues 6,7) and need to maintain UfP's momentum.
B.Cooper's Co-ordinator's Report surveyed the range of UfP activities
– conferences, lectures, campaigning, presence at events,
publications, etc – and drew attention to eight key events, while his
Churches and Inter-Faith Report stressed September Peace Days as
important focus for faith-based peace actions, and highlighted
Edinburgh UfP faith-related peace events (Issue 5 & this Issue).
Treasurer Abdul Muhib reported on UfP finances (assets approx.
£30,000). AGM re-elected 2012-13 Executive Committee for 201314, with Andreas Wiesner and Marek Zielinski new members. (Full
Reports: send £1 stamps to B. Cooper, 144/1 Whitehouse Loan,
Edinburgh EH9 2AN).
After a showing of UfP film Change the World, a lecture/visual
presentation by Chris Yates and Kate Downey-Evans of the
'blind i' project highlighted the violence and exploitation in DRC
(Congo) associated with the mining of coltan, source of tantalum
used in making mobile phones, computers and other electronic
products. DRC was the richest country in the world with mineral
reserves valued at $24 trillion, but its people were the poorest with
two-thirds suffering malnutrition. Its grim history of 'savage colonial
exploitation' from 19th-century Belgian atrocities and slavery for
trade in ivory, cocoa, rubber and diamonds, continued today with
'business done with violence' including mass rape to destroy
communities.Between 5 and 10 million people had been killed there
over the last ten years, a genocide not stopped by the international
community despite the presence of UN and many NGOs. "Congo is
now the most dangerous place in the world: 1500 people starve to
death per day for one cellphone. There is blood on your mobile!"
Over one million refugees had fled DRC. Yates and Downey-Evans
said their project aimed to raise awareness of this terrible suffering,
and secure change by getting major corporations to obtain their
materials from ethically clean sources, ensuring their products are
'conflict-free' (and also put pressure on banks funding them).
Discussion on this stressed the urgent importance of media
coverage and lobbying of parliamentarians to secure change.
'Linking 2Ds: Democracy and Development for Global Peace'
was Spring Conference theme. Jean Lambert MEP (Green Party)
gave an EU political perspective, as Chair of the European
Parliament's delegation for six South Asian countries including
Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Despite elections being held, these countries
struggled "to move from elite rule to fully working democracy" with
impartial judiciary and well-established civil society. Arms spending
was an important issue: development was retarded in countries
where the military was a leading force. Yet the impact of arms
expenditure varied: "solving the Kashmir dispute would greatly
benefit India and Pakistan economically", but Nigeria with 70% of
population below the poverty line had relatively low military
expenditure. EU aid included programmes to improve quality of
governance and public administration, curb corruption, strengthen
rule of law, and assist holding of free and fair elections. Such
promotion of good governance could not be isolated from pressing
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1: Evelin Ptassek gives her view.
2: Mary Hale comments. 3: Dr.Thomas Davies. 4: Jean Lambert, MEP at the lectern; panel: V. Mehta, Dr. T. Davies, Rev. B.
Cooper and Abi Rhodes. 5: Vijay Mehta at the lecturn, and panel. 6: Andreas Wiesner makes a point.

economic issues such as water supplies, crop production and 'land
grabs' by foreign powers to secure food supplies for their own
peoples. "What happens post-2015, after the Millennium
Development Goals,is vital: strong and good government is needed
for control of resources." Critique of the free market, inequality
reduction, and strong voice for civil society, were all vital for
democratic development, she emphasised.
Dr. Thomas Davies, Lecturer in International Politics, City
University, London, stressed 'definitions are important': was
'democracy' only 'national', with elections within states – or in a
globalised world, should it mean moving towards forms of 'global
democracy'? Should 'development' be measured only by a state's
Gross Domestic Product – or entail fuller assessment of human
development? Democracy and development had to be related: real
democracy had to involve human development and the resources
made available to people. Peace movements had played a historic
role in pioneering democracy and development for peace: in 19th
century both Cobden's Free Trade movement and Owen's socialism
aimed to advance global harmony; the International League for
Peace and Freedom advocated democracy across the world for this
end; League of Nations and UN were promoted by peace
movements. Research showed democracy more likely to succeed
long-term if established by non-violent means than when imposed
by force, as USA had done in Iraq. "Long-term democratic
consolidation benefits from non-violence." Violent uprisings were
less likely to produce well-established democratic systems.
Abi Rhodes of Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation gave a Message
from its Director, Tony Simpson (at a peace conference in Greece).
Economic development and democratic accountability were
currently critical issues for the Greek people caught in the Eurozone
crisis. "Greek democracy remains vibrant, notwithstanding external

interference in governmental appointments, prosecution of
journalists who publish the names of those who hide large sums of
money in bank accounts abroad, and the growing and violent threat
from the extreme right. The country's development has been thrown
into reverse by protracted years of economic contraction,made
much harder to endure for individual Greeks and their families by
sharp cuts in wages, pensions and benefits, together with big tax
increases, all in the name of austerity to buttress the Eurozone and
wider financial system. Greeks think they are guinea pigs in a very
cruel experiment, and one can readily see what they mean."
In a historical perspective, UfP Co-ordinator Brian Cooper said the
relationship between democracy and development was complex.
18th-century Britain which launched the Industrial Revolution was
no democracy -- "but it was an open society, with freedom of
speech, press, association, religion, commerce and enquiry, within
rule of law and a limited parliamentary system. All this, plus capital
accumulation from slave trade and colonies, made possible its
development take-off." In early 20th-century, Stalin's ruthless
authoritarianism transformed a backward Russia into the industrialmilitary superpower Soviet Union, enabling it to defeat Nazism, but
its lack of open society eventually led to stagnation. Late 20thcentury South Korea's industrial rise had begun under dictatorship
but accelerated with establishment of democracy. Clearly, economic
development could take place under authoritarian regimes, but such
needed to become open societies, preferably democratic ones, if it
were to be sustained. China's rapid capitalist development under
Communist state direction, which had lifted millions out of poverty,
was distinctive, driven by national pride, dynamic work ethic, strong
families, huge pool of cheap labour and central planning. Yet its civic
society was stirring, especially on environmental issues at local and
regional levels: a fundamental question was whether its
phenomenal economic rise could continue without democratisation.

Locating British democracy's origins in the 17th-century radical
Congregational churches and Bible-inspired Levellers in Cromwell's
New Model Army - "the first modern democrats" - B. Cooper said the
relationship between religion and democracy was currently of critical
importance for the final outcome of the original aspirations of the
Arab Spring. In Egypt, Muslim Brotherhood's President Morsi's
readiness to suppress opposition critics, and failure to protect the
Coptic Christian minority against sectarian violence (notably when
radical Islamists attacked St. Mark's Coptic Cathedral in central
Cairo, March 2013), gave cause for much concern. Tunisia was also
seeing rising tension between ruling Islamists and opposition
secularists. Reconciling conservative Islam with progressive
democracy was the key to socio-economic advance across the
Muslim world.
Democracy and development agendas were being 'hijacked by
destructive capitalism' for resource theft by major powers, according
to UfP Chair Vijay Mehta. "They have been seized by politicians,
corporations, the military and wealthy elites in collaboration with the
media. What we have come to call democracy, with its professional
politicians, political parties and preoccupation with money, has been
entirely co-opted by finance capitalism. Today's electoral democracy
wholly stifles expression of everyday experiences. It is no accident
the current political system protects the interests of the super-rich
at the expense of almost everyone else. Genuine democracy enables
ordinary people to break free from the conventions limiting their
capacity to lead fulfilling lives. In our democracy the limitations are
entrenched, because the conventions are all about protecting the
power of money, enabling transnational corporations to gain
economic and political power to take key global decisions outside
democratic norms, as the state has become ineffective. The top 1%
of world population own 43% of the world's wealth - yet the rich do
not think it selfish to avoid tax, nor have any moral obligation
towards society."
US/West used overwhelming military force to occupy other countries
not for democracy but to control their resources for exploitation by
multinational corporations. Africa was the most disheartening
example of the link between militarism,resource theft and poverty.
The World Bank 2011 World Development Report made this nexus
of effects its central theme, noting the use of militarism to gain
control of natural resources including land, minerals and oil without
restitution or compensation, was frequently raised by countries and
indigenous peoples in UN forums.
Democracy had to be reformed with 'leadership-from-below'
replacing elite control of power: the Arab Spring, Indignados and
Occupy movements gave hope of a new consciousnress checking
governments' power. Financial and monetary systems "should be
regulated to create a social caring, wisdom-based enlightened
economy" to benefit 99% of the people, not just a 1% elite.
Stopping 'corporatocracy and resource theft' by rich states under the
guise of free trade and globalisation, and reduction and reallocation
of military spending to aid, were priorities for the effective
development of poor countries, and resultant strengthening of
global peace.
In final Open Forum, international controls over corporations, EU
encouragement of 'home-grown democracy', Turkey as possible
model for Islamic democracy, the vital role of religious organisations
in development (especially in Africa), human welfare as proper
measure of successful development, and importance of protecting
minorities, were key issues raised, with promotion of democracy and
development always related to socio-economic justice, long-term
peacebuilding and global security.
Report by Brian Cooper & Daphne Smalling
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EDINBURGH MIDDLE EAST PEACE EVENT
Faith and Peace: Middle East and Pakistan, theme of the
2013 Edinburgh Inter-Faith Peace Event co-organised by
Annandale Street Mosque and Uniting for Peace, drew to the
mosque on February 2 sixty people of various faiths concerned for
peace in the world's most troubled region. Very Rev David
Arnott, Church of Scotland Moderator (2011-12), spoke of his
visit to Israel/Palestine, meeting church and state leaders
including Armenian, Greek Orthodox and Melkite church
Patriarchs,the Grand Mufti and Israeli President Shimon Peres.
Always, he had asked about peace prospects: "No one gave me
an iota of optimism that one day peace would come to that
troubled land. At every turn I tried to make sense of what I was
seeing. The frightened look of mothers bringing their underweight
children to the clinic in Gaza City, and the abject conditions in
Gaza, remain a haunting memory. Al Ahli Hospital's problems in
offering comprehensive medical care for its patients, due to the
difficulties of importing drugs on a regular basis caused by Israeli
border controls, shake one's faith in common humanity."

security by collaborative efforts and social development, their
performance remained questionable. UN had averted a Third
World War,"but its record in preventing proliferation of regional
conflicts affecting developing nations remains highly
unsatisfactory."
Many saw this 'selective approach' caused by 'lack of UN
democratisation'. UN reform was urgent: smaller nations in the
General Assembly found it hard to win UN support for dealing
with their conflicts and humanitarian crises, because major
powers dominated the Security Council for their own interests.
UN's role in the Iraq War, and complacency over Kashmir,
Palestine and Rwanda, raised serious concerns. IMF and World
Bank had failed to devise financial systems addressing global
inequalities between haves and have-nots, rather instead
widening the gap between developed and developing countries.
With no logical expanation of these bitter realities, how could "the
professed goal of Global Peace" ever be achieved?
"UN's relative failure to prevent and resolve regional conflicts,
World Bank and IMF's inability to address resource inequalities,
have led to perception of Western bias. Most of the Muslim world
that gained independence from Western colonial powers sees
these global institutions as means of Western domination,
perpetuating colonialism in new form." On the other hand, a
significant majority of Muslim countries had young populations
(60% of people in Muslim world are youth) which are frustrated,
disenchanted and disenfranchised. The expression of their anger
was viewed by Western thinkers as the rise of Islamic Extremism,
stereotyped as Islamic Terrorism. The Muslim world undeniaby
remained mired in poor governance, socio-economic
backwardness and intellectual stagnation, so structurally weak to
respond to 21st century challenges.

Dr. Javed Saqlain, Deputy Consul, Pakistan Consulate in
Glasgow, gave the key address: 'Global Peace: View from
Pakistan'. He welcomed the inter-faith nature of the event:
"building bridges is basic to peace-making". World politics was
"moving to the edge of the cliff", due to "the dynamics of the
changing world order, globalisation of violence, lack of proper
definition of terrorism and too limited a concept of human
security." Greed and lust for power had caused wars down the
ages but the ideal of peace was never lost: "institutions, values,
customs and laws were crafted to achieve it but their final success
remains enigmatic." Six decades after foundation of United
Nations, World Bank and IMF, created to maintain peace and

Dr. Saqlain stressed there was "no war between Islam and the
West, nor between Islam and Christianity: it is best described as
a struggle between Haves and Have-Nots, or a violent expression
against injustice and inequality. Both Muslim bigots and Western
hardliners found it useful to term a 'Clash of Civilisations', to be
won through striking terror. Innocent and disillusioned youth
became fodder for this senseless, directionless and endless
conflict." Post-9/11, seeking national security, the West's
antagonism towards Islam and the Muslim world had become
pronounced: "the disastrous consequences of the Gulf Wars,
Afghan War and the West's hypocritical silence over Palestine and
Kashmir have only deepened Muslim distrust."
pics. by Elizabeth Marshall

Bishop Elias Chacour (Melkite Church) said: "Don't try to knock
the Wall down, build a bridge over it"; Arnott pondered "just how
do you (do that) given all the security measures in place?" Seeing
the 'daily humiliation' of Palestinians held for hours at crossingpoints – "one more thing to grind them down" – he commented
that while "neither side is blameless, there is a huge sense of
injustice in my own mind when I see David against Goliath but
this time with all the cards stacked in Goliath's favour." Christians
were a tiny minority in Israel/Palestine, but grassroots initiatives
such as Church of Scotland's support for Rabbis for Human Rights
and its Nazareth project for women's employment were
"upholding human dignity" and "helping create the atmosphere"
for eventual peace.

Very Rev. David Arnott
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Governing the World: Visionary Ideal and Practical Reality
European yearnings for world unity for centuries were faithinspired, the Biblical vision of a universal realm of peace
undergirding the Holy Roman Empire and Vatican-centred
Christendom, but post-Reformation nationalism replaced such
ideals by balance-of-power realpolitik. Yet as Mark Mazower of
Columbia University shows in Governing the World, his
American perspective on modern-era internationalism, the
collapse of Napoleonic pan-Europeanism saw both the Holy
Alliance in post-1815's Concert of powers to maintain peace, and
UK and US evangelical Christians launch modern peace activism.
Crimean and Franco-Prussian Wars ended the former and changed
the latter: the pacifism of the Society for Promotion of Permanent
and Universal Peace (UK, 1816) by mid-1800s gave way to
pragmatic promotion of 'International Law', limits on warfare
(1863 saw the Red Cross founded and 1864 first Geneva
Convention), and arbitration. Unrestrained competitive imperialism
however caused the 1914 catastrophe. In shock, major powers in
1918 backed "a permanent peacetime world security organisation
and built the League of Nations" -- mainly due to Woodrow
Wilson's US 'missionary zeal' for internationalism and Britain's
blend of 'imperial calculation' and practical idealism. Destroyed by
Fascism, the League (formally wound up 1946) was reborn as the
wartime United Nations alliance (in 1941 Roosevelt coined the
name) to defeat the Axis and plan post-war reconstruction. United
in 1945, UK, USA and USSR created the United Nations
Organisation as a global parliament for peace – albeit under their
great power dominance – with League agencies becoming betterfunded UN ones.

multilateralism and using World Bank and IMF to push 1980s
capitalist resurgence with the Washington Consensus and
financialised globalisation. Mazower quotes Erskine Childers: the
latter "implied the forcing open of other countries' economies so
that 'people with available money' could profit." UN was sidelined
until Kofi Annan asserted new 'human development' and 'global
governance' agendas at UN Millennium Summit 2000 with its
Millennium Development Goals. Yet post-9/11, US' Iraq and
Afghanistan Wars, and wider War on Terror, have darkened such
idealism; and for Mazower, Responsibility to Protect and 'liberal'
interventions cause as many problems as they solve: "in Kosovo,
the interventionists' first success, Milosevic's departure left chaos
and criminality in its wake." Invoked to prevent massacre in
Libya, R2P was stretched to justify regime change: is such
overriding of national sovereignty a dangerous precedent, or
necessity to secure human rights? Mazower argues "UN has still
much to offer", especially through its peace-keeping and
humanitarian agencies, but his uncomfortable questions are
widely raised outside Euro-US consensus, eg. Is US-Western
interventionism Europe's 19th-century 'civilising mission' in new
guise? With UN responding selectively to crisis spots,"the idea of
(international) law binding upon all states and those governing
them seems as far away as ever"; even the lauded International
Criminal Court acts primarily for major powers.
Mazower sees today's atomised money-driven Internet-focused
societies, disenchanted with political process, as inimical to that
collective co-operation for the common good central to UN
idealism, ruefully concluding "the idea of governing the world is
becoming yesterday's dream". Is his pessimism justified? Or can
pro-UN states and NGOs re-kindle that vision of the supranational body bringing practical wholeness to a broken world?
The answer will reverberate far beyond New York and Geneva.

Cold War US-Soviet rivalry saw US use UN for its 'containment'
policy, politically and funding UN agencies to advance its antiMarxist 'international development' agenda, while in parallel
building hegemony with military bases worldwide. Yet when USbacked de-colonisation led to the Third World 'Non-Aligned
Movement' states dominating UN, with UNCTAD anti-capitalist
agendas and 1970s demands for a 'New International Economic
Order', US "went into opposition" to UN, abandoning

Mark Mazower, GOVERNING THE WORLD: THE HISTORY OF AN
IDEA, Allen Lane £25 : ISBN: 9780-713-996838. Recommended
in preparation for 2013 Erskine Childers Lecture.

"Finally, I strongly urge that terrorism and extremism cannot and
should not be associated with any religion, race, region, value
system, or society. Honest dialogue between different religions
and civilisations is therefore a continuing political imperative, the
only way forward."

(continued from p 6)

On terrorism and Pakistan's experience, he declared: "Terrorists
have no religion!" The threat of terrorism faced by the
international community was multifaceted and pandemic, rooted
in extreme conditions: manifest intolerance, lack of rule of law and
widespread injustices. Itself among the worst victims of terrorism,
Pakistan could feel and share the pain and suffering caused by
terrorism anywhere in the world. Pakistan strongly condemned
terrorism in all its forms – committed by whomever, wherever, and
for whatever purposes – with unwavering commitment to fight
against it. "Despite limited capacity and resource restraints, we
have done all we can: 7000 brave Pakistani soldiers and
policemen, and over 37,000 innocent civilians including women
and children, have fallen victims to terrorism."

David Fraser Harris (Universal Peace Federation), who worked
in Syria 1997-2011, said before the civil war it had been
"politically repressive, but religiously open", its Sunni Muslim
majority and Shia Muslim minority (including Ismailis and
Alawites) "living in harmony" with Druze and Christians
(Armenian, Catholic, Orthodox, Protestant, and Iraqi Christian
refugees.) "Damascus had Easter processions and Christmas
celebrations; there was much Christian-Muslim co-operation, but
some distrust under the surface." Syrian historic shrines included
Seydnaya Monastery (6th century); Omayyad Mosque, Islam's
fourth holiest site;
Saida Zeinab, Shia burial place of
Mohammed's granddaughter. Amid the political complexity of
Syria, civil war now witnessed the breakdown of toleration,
increasing sectarian conflict and faith minorities fleeing as
refugees.

Regionally, Pakistan would benefit directly from peace and stability
in Afghanistan. "We stood by 3 million Afghan refugees when
Western nations withdrew after the Afghan-Soviet war,and remain
committed (to its) nation-building after NATO/US withdraws in
2014." A "substantive India-Pakistan dialogue" was now under
way: "we want enduring peace over Kashmir". Globally, the world
community had to act to prevent disaster: to give peace a real
chance, nations should pursue development, dialogue and
minimal deterrence. "UN has to become a more representative,
responsive and responsible institution where actions not words
should dominate."
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Rev. Brian Cooper reported on UfP's 2012 conference on Middle
East (see issue 7); Muslim scholar Jami Ghafoor reflected on
'Peace in the Holy Koran'; politicians Mark Lazarowicz MP, Jim
Eadie MSP and Hanzala Malik MSP gave brief perspectives on the
event theme.
Rev. Brian Cooper UfP Churches & Inter-Faith Secretary
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Peace Days 2013 – September 21 and 22
UfP promotes the annual September Peace Days: UN
International Peace Day September 21 and the
International Day of Prayer for Peace September 22
(latter publicised in UK by leading churches as
‘Peacemaking Sunday’.)
UN aims its day to be one of peace – urging a ‘Global
Ceasefire’ in all conflict zones – and for peace, calling public
bodies and civil society to hold events to ‘commemorate and
strengthen the ideals of peace within and among nations’, and
publicise UN endeavours for peace-building, peace-keeping,
development and emergency aid. UfP’s Erskine Childers Lecture
for 2013, on United Nations and European Union – Can they work
together for Peace, Democracy and Rule of Law? by Nessa
Childers MEP (Sept. 20 – details this page) is our keynote event.
We encourage all UfP members to find out what is happening in
their areas, and to arrange, co-organise, participate in, and/or
otherwise be involved in UN-linked activities.

Peacekeeping Sunday Sept. 22 gives opportunity for
local churches to reflect on peace, justice,
reconciliation and the UN, within a regular Sunday
service with appropriate hymns, Bible readings, prayers
and sermon, and/or an ecumenical peace service with
other churches. This special Sunday reminds
congregations that peacemaking and helping to heal a
broken world are core Christian imperatives. UfP urges all clergy
and faith-based bodies in membership, to mark Peacemaking
Sunday with special events. [In England, the Baptist, Methodist
and United Reformed Churches offer worship resources – see
www.jointpublicissues.org.uk, or contact church headquarters.]
UfP Churches & Inter-Faith Work also commends the holding of
multi-faith peace occasions, with prayers and readings from
different world religions.
(For resources for faith-based events, send at least £5 (‘Peace
Services’) to Rev. B. Cooper, 144/1 Whitehouse Loan, Edinburgh
EH9 2AN. Donations welcome!)

2013 Annual Erskine Childers Lecture

U NITED N ATIONS AND E UROPEAN U NION
CAN THEY WORK TOGETHER FOR PEACE, DEMOCRACY AND RULE OF LAW?

Friday 20 September 2013

6.30 – 8.30pm
Hilton London Euston 17 – 18 Upper Woburn Place, London WC1H 0HT
KEYNOTE SPEAKER:

Nessa Childers

Member of European Parliament • Labour Party Politician, Ireland • Sister of late Erskine B. Childers

info@unitingforpeace.com Tel: 0207 377 2111 & 0131 446 9545
UNITING for PEACE 2013 ANNUAL CONFERENCE

‘THE REAL AGENDA: SYRIA, MALI and DRC (Congo) – TERRORISM or RESOURCE WARS?’
Lord Frank Judd (former minister for International Development)
Prof. Jeremy Keenan (Author, The Dying Sahara) Kate Downey-Evans (‘blind i’ – Congo project)
John Baron, M.P. (to be confirmed) Vijay Mehta (Chair, Uniting for Peace)

Thursday 7 November 6.00 – 8.30pm.
House of Lords (Room 4A)

info@unitingforpeace.com Tel: 0207 377 2111 & 0131 446 9545
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